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Abstract 

 
This study aims at determining the lexical items related to gender categories. The data are taken from the 

grammar book entitled Understanding and Using English Grammar by Betty Schrampfer Azar. This grammar 

book has been used widely all over the world and is the compulsory textbook at the English Department of 

Airlangga University. The writer investigated the words that Azar used in making sentences in her book. The 

words were then related to the gender categories. The gender categories are divided into social gender and 

lexical gender based on Fuertes-Olivera (2007). The words analysed were the nouns and the verbs because 

they are the main word classes in the English language. These nouns and verbs were classified according to 

Dixon (2005). According Dixon’s theory, nouns are classified into five: concrete reference, abstract reference, 

states and properties, activities and speech acts; whereas, verbs are divided into Primary A and Primary B. 

The data were analysed using the corpus software called AntConc. The result shows that Azar tries to show 

gender equity by relating men to more nouns that are associated with family members. Azar also tries to show 

the gender equity by relating both the words on jobs and works to both men and women. The similar result is 

obtained for verbs, in which Azar associated more active verbs with women than men. 

Keywords: social gender, lexical gender, lexical items, and corpus linguistics 

 

Introduction 

Gender is primary way of signifying relationship of power (Scott, 1988). As proved by Sanders 

(2002), the role image of men is always more stronger than women, more aggressive, competitive, 

superior, independent, simple and more focus, gallant and suitable for work outdoors. While women 

are weak, care for details since they have an ability of good motoric, loving and humane. 

Gender can also influence the use of language, Fuertes-Olivera (2007) discover that in almost all 

of the business settings are dominated by males, particularly because management positions are filled 

by males, and there are many more trades and professions filled by males. As shown in his latest 

research entitled “A Corpus-Based View of Lexical Gender in Written Business English”. 

The research shows that Business English is mostly men not women. Its indicate on the corpus 

table result which segmented by the group of several aspect, such as form of address which shows a 

higher percentage of Male form (Mr) than female form (Mrs, Miss, Ms), another table is indicate 

professional title, and it shows that the higher percentage is still reference to male than female. The 

research conducted by Fuertes-Olivera encourages the writer to conduct further research. However, 

instead of focusing on business text, the writer would like to analyse a general text. In this case the 

writer chose a grammar book. 

The writer considered grammar book as general English, because grammar book has a wide topics 

in each chapter and it shows a number of variety in its examples. In this case, the writer uses the 

gender categories by Hellinger (2001) which introduces a number of terminological distinctions 

beyond the typological level and focus more directly on the representation of women and men in a 

language. The gender categories are consist of grammatical gender, lexical gender, referential gender 

and social gender.  
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The main purpose of this research is to determine the lexical items that related to gender in the 

grammar book and to know further about how the author depicts men and women in their grammar 

book. Dixon (2005) proved that lexical items are divides into two parts, content words and function 

words. Because of the content words are consists of nouns, adjectives and verbs, using the content 

words itself is suitable for this study.  

This study is expected to increase the knowledge of corpus linguistics especially on word choice 

and reveal how particular words (including noun, verb, and adjective) are associated with a particular 

gender. Therefore, we will be able to know whether gender stereotype is prevalent in this grammar 

book or not. Besides, the result of this study will inform teacher and students whether it is necessary 

to modify their lesson to ensure gender balance in giving and making examples during a grammar 

class. 

Research Question 

Based on the background of the study, the writer formulated the research questions as follows: 

1. What nouns and verbs are commonly associated with men in Understanding and Using 

English Grammar third Edition by Betty Azar? 

2. What nouns and verbs are commonly associated with women in Understanding and Using 

English Grammar third Edition by Betty Azar? 

3. What are the similarities and differences between the associated words for men and women 

found in Understanding and Using English Grammar third Edition by Betty Azar? 

Method 

The data taken from Betty Schrampfer Azar’s Grammar Book, entitled Understanding and Using 

English Grammar which published by Longman in 2002. The writer uses this grammar book because 

no research has been conducted on grammar books. The author of this book, Azar, is a teacher and 

the author of several English grammar workbooks that are a staple in the ESL teaching industry.  

Apart because a very good sales rating, as many reviews that the writer read on the 

www.amazon.com about this book from its customers, many of them are using this book is for study 

English as a second language. For the reason, this book presents complete tenses including verb 

tenses, modals, passive voice, gerunds and infinitives, singular and plural, adjective clauses, noun 

clauses, connecting expressions, and conditional sentences. Through a worthwhile topics and wide 

examples that presented by Azar, the learners can easily understand and learn a new vocabulary at 

once. 

In addition, this book is chosen because the lecturers of English Department at Faculty of 

Humanities Airlangga University also use this book for teaching in grammar classes. 

The writer takes three steps in collecting the data for this research. The first step is scanning the 

document to get the portable document format (PDF). However, the writer excluded the title page, 

table of content, key answer and index. The second step is converts the PDF of Azar’s grammar book 

into editable text file (.txt), so that the data can be analysed using a corpus tool. The last step of 

collecting the data for this research is editing the data, because the .txt file format that obtained by 

the OCR not very accurate since many errors are founds. The errors that the writer founds in the data 

for example, the sentences should be spaced in a few words, but in the results, there are no spaces. 

Such as have fun, become havefun. Another error that the writer found is the using of Slashes (/). 

Slashes (/) in PDF file become the letter L (l) in .txt file, as he/she, am/is/are become helshe, 
amlislare. For that reason, the writer must edit it first and after that, the data by .txt file format can be 

analysed using corpus tool. 

The software used in this study is called AntConc. AntConc is a freeware concordance program 

for computer developed by Laurence Anthony who is a Professor in the Faculty of Science and 

Engineering at Waseda University, Japan. Since AntConc offers a variety of basic corpus tools, 

McEnery and Hardie (2012) identify this corpus linguistic program can easily examine how common 

are different words, and it also shows the systematic associations between words on the selected data. 
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This is related to this research that tries to show the associated between lexical words and gender. 

The association can be investigated by corpus tool called concordance and collocation.  

Concordance supports the researcher to see the occurrences in context, so that the use of the 

linguistic item in question on particular frequent patterns can be examined easily. Explained by 

Sinclair (2004) more details that concordance is the standard format for reporting on recurrence of 

word that we input to know the result. It is clear that the horizontal dimension is the textual one, 

which we can read for understanding the progress of the text and the meaning it makes as a linear 

string, while the vertical dimension shows the similarities and differences between one line and the 

lines round about it.  

A further investigation related to the vertical dimension is collocation. Baker et al. (2006) state 

that collocation is the phenomenon surrounding the fact that certain words are more likely to occur 

in combination with other words in certain contexts. Collocation tends to elicit high-frequency 

function words, which although useful. In addition, collocates can be useful for demonstrating the 

existence of bias or connotation in words. For example, the strongest collocate in the British National 

Corpus (BNC) of the word bystander is innocent, suggesting that even in cases where bystander 

occurs without this collocate, the concept of innocence could still be implied (Baker et al., 2006). 

In the recent research on the issue of language and gender, Fuertes-Olivera (2007) discusses that 

gender has four categories. The four gender categories are grammatical gender, lexical gender, 

referential gender and social gender. Grammatical gender is an inherent property of the noun. It 

controls agreement between the noun (as the controller) and some gender-variable (as a satellite 

element) and an article, adjective, pronoun, verb, numeral or preposition (as a target), while lexical 

gender is the existence of lexical units such as mother, son, etc., which is carrying the semantic 

property [female] or [male].  

Another category is referential gender. It relates to linguistic expressions to a non-linguistic reality; 

more specifically. It also a matter of whom a particular personal noun or pronoun actually refers to 

in a given context (Motschenbacher, 2010). Referential gender identifies a referent as ‘‘female’’, 

‘‘male’’ or ‘‘gender-indefinite’’. For example from Fuertes-Olivera (2007), a personal noun like 

colloquial Spanish ‘Zorro’ and ‘prostitute’ is grammatically masculine, has a lexical-semantic 

specification as [female], and is generally used to refer to females. Another example from 

Motschenbacher (2010), a sentences like German “Sie war nicht Herr ihrer Sinne” (“She was not 

master of her senses”). German Herr (‘master’) is lexically male and grammatically masculine. In 

this sentence it is obvious that it is used to refer to a female person indicated through the use of the 

pronoun sie (‘she’).  

The other category is social gender, a category that refers ‘‘to the socially imposed dichotomy of 

masculine and feminine roles and character traits’’ (Kramarae & Treichler, 1985). From these four 

gender categories, English is closely related to the lexical gender and social gender instead of 

grammatical gender and referential. English cannot be observed in grammatical and referential gender 

because there is no English structure suitable for these two categories. 

More details of the reason using lexical and social gender are, because of most languages have sets 

of personal nouns that are particularly likely to be lexical gendered. This is common for several terms 

such as; kinship terms: mother, father, brother, sister; address terms: Mr, Mrs, Miss, Ms; title and 

nobility: queen, king, duke, duchess; and personal nouns denoting female and male human beings in 

general: woman/man, boy/girl. The lexical gender of personal nouns triggers agreement in anaphoric 

pronouns (the man – he; the woman – she). From a lexical point of view, Motschenbacher (2010) also 

state that most personal nouns in English are gender-neutral; they carry neither the semantic feature 

[female] nor [male]. 

In analysing the data, the writer takes four steps. The first step is the writer input the data to 

Antconc. The second step is to look for collocate of the possesive pronoun ‘his’ and ‘her’. This is 

done by using the menu collocates. The expected result is the nouns after the possessive pronouns 

which expresses ownership and relationships to male and female. These nouns are then categorized 

further to ease the analysis based on Dixon (2005). The noun categories are concrete reference, 
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abstract reference, stages or properties, activities and speech acts. The member of concrete reference 

is almost all basic noun roots, including human, other animate and inanimate (e.g. girls, horse, table, 

father, uncle), some of them derived from verbs (e.g. building).  

Different from the previous type, the typical members of abstract reference are Time, refer to 

position in time (yesterday, future, summer, month), Place, refer to position or direction (front, north, 

edge), Quantity (age, size, miles, length, number, amount), Variety (type, character, type of shape: 

circle) and General abstract terms such as idea, unit, problem, method, result. Another type of noun 

class is stage type (or properties). This type is including e.g. pleasure, joy; ability and sagacity. Many 

of them as well derived from adjective such as jealousy, and a few from verbs such as delight. One 

more of noun class type is activities type. Some of activities type is derived from verbs also, for 

examples decision, speculating, and whipping, and the other of noun types is speech acts type. 

Something like question, order, report and description are belongs to speech act member. 

The third step is identifying the collocates of ‘he’ and ‘she’. However, this cannot be done by using 

collocates menu, because of the limited span. Therefore, the writer use concordance menu to see the 

Key Word In Context (KWIC). The selection is conducted manually to look for the verbs that related 

to men and women. These verbs are then categorized further like nouns in the previous step. Dixon 

(2005) divides verbs into several types. The verbs divides into two primary verbs type and four 

secondary verbs type. The last step for analyzing is interpret the results of collocates and 

concordances. 

Result and Discussion 

This research presents three parts of discussion about the lexical items which are related to gender 

categories in Betty Schrampfer Azar’s grammar book, Understanding and Using English Grammar 

third Edition. The first part of discussion shows the nouns and verbs which are commonly associated 

with men while the second part shows the nouns and verbs which are commonly associated with 

women. The last part of this chapter compares the similarities and differences between the associated 

words for men and women that were found in the previous parts. 

Nouns and Verbs Associated with Men 

In the first part, the writer uses AntConc to search the lexical words, i.e. the nouns and verbs that 

associated with men. To know what nouns are associated with men, the writer uses the collocate menu 

in AntConc by inserting the possesive pronoun ‘his’ in the text box. The process is as follow: 

1. Open the AntConc sofware 

2. Click ‘File’ then ‘Open File’ to load the .txt data that has been edited previously. 

3. Before using the collocate menu, we need to changes the tool preferences. Click ‘Tool 

Preferences’ in the collocates category thick only ‘Rank’, ‘Frequency on right’, 

‘Collocate’, and ‘Treat all data as lower case’, then click ‘Apply’. (See figure 4.1) 

4. Windows span from 0 until 1R, 

5. Type ‘his’ in the text box and then click ‘Start’ 

6. Choose the Frequency (R), and click ‘Sort’  

After the process above, the writer obtained total number of collocate tokens: 1263 from the data. 

The writer only takes the first thirty words with highest frequency, because in a quantitative method 

it is acceptable to take a minimum 30 items in each group of result.  

Next the writer determines the verbs for men and it is done manually by using the concordance 

menu. The writer also chooses the top thirty verbs. The results about the nouns and verbs are in Table 

1 

No. 
Noun Verb 

Word Freq Word Freq 

1 Friend 11 Say 32 

2 Car 10 Go 30 
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3 Wife 9 Live 19 

4 Mother 8 Come 19 

5 Son 7 Want 18 

6 Job 7 Leave 14 

7 Work 6 Take 12 

8 Hand 6 Talk 12 

9 Brother 6 Work 11 

10 Story 5 Get 10 

11 Money 5 Eat 9 

12 Wallet 4 Need 9 

13 Seat 4 Make 8 

14 Roommate 4 Read 8 

15 Name 4 Stay 8 

16 Mind 4 Ask 7 

17 Life 4 Give 7 

18 House 4 Tell 7 

19 Homework 4 Like 6 

20 Head 4 Refuse 6 

21 Desk 4 Attend 5 

22 Bicycle 4 Call 5 

23 Garden 3 Decide 5 

24 Vacation 3 Finish 5 

25 Sleep 3 Study 5 

26 Parents 3 Walk 5 

27 Office 3 Feel 4 

28 Father 3 Look 4 

29 Face 3 Meet 4 

30 Children 3 Sleep 4 

Table 1.1Nouns and Verbs Associated with Men 

Nouns Associated with Men 

From the data in Table 4.1, the writer classifies the top thirty words of nouns into noun categories. 

According to Dixon (2005), the noun class is divided into five categories. They are concrete reference, 

abstract reference, stage or properties, activities and speech acts. The classification of those thirty 

nouns are presented in Table 2. 

 

No. Noun Categories Noun(s) 

1 Concrete Reference 

Friend, Car, Wife, Mother, Son, Hand, 

Brother, Money, Wallet, Seat, Roommate, 

House, Head, Garden, Desk, Bicycle, Parents, Office, 

Father, Face and Children. 

 

2 Abstract Reference Name, Mind, Life and Vacation 

3 Stage or Properties - 
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4 Activities Job, Work, Homework and Sleep 

5 Speech Acts Story 

Table 2 Categories of The Noun Associated with Men 

In Table 2 above, the writer classified the nouns word into noun categories. We can see that the 

noun category with the most member of words is the concrete reference category. The words are 

Friend, Car, Wife, Mother, Son, Hand, Brother, Money, Wallet, Seat, Roommate, House, Head, 

Garden, Desk, Bicycle, Parents, Office, Father, Face and Children. The second category with the 

highest number refers to abstract reference type and activities type. The abstract reference category 

consists of Name, Mind, Life and Vacation while the activities category consist of Job, Work, 

Homework and Sleep. Only one word belongs to speech acts type and no word is found in the stage 

or properties category.  

Verb Associated with Men 

From the data in Table 1, the writer classifies the top thirty words of verbs into the verb categories. 

According to Dixon (2005), verbs are divided into two groups, primary verbs and secondary verbs. 

The writer only focuses on the primary verb group, because primary verbs are the verbs which directly 

refer to some activities (Dixon 2005:96). 

The primary verbs are divided further by Dixon into the primary A-verb type and the primary B-

verb type. The primary A-verb type takes concrete nouns as the head of its subject and object when 

used in a literal sense. It has several sub-types; motion and rest, affect, giving, corporeal, and weather. 

The primary B-verb type is similar to the primary A-verb, but they can also have a complement clause 

as alternative in one syntactic relation. Primary B-verb type also has several sub-types, they are 

attention, thinking, realize, deciding, speaking, liking, acting, and annoying. The classification of the 

thirty verbs from the corpus are presented in Table 3. 

 

No. Verbs Categories Verb(s) 

1 Primary A-Verbs 
Go, Live, Come, Take, Leave, Stay, Attend, 

Walk, Meet, Make, Get, Give, Eat, Sleep 

 

2 

 

Primary B-Verbs 

 

Say, Want, Talk, Work, Need, Read, Ask, Tell, 

Like, Refuse, Call, Decide, Finish, Study, Feel, 

Look. 

     

Table 3 Classification of The Verb Associated with Men 

In Table 3 above, The writer classified the verbs word into primary verb categories. The verb 

category in primary A-verbs type are go, live, come, take, leave, stay, attend, walk, meet, make, get, 

give, eat, and sleep. On the other hand, the primary B are say, want, talk, work, need, read, ask, tell, 

like, refuse, call, decide, finish, study, feel, look.  

To analyse the data further, the writer categorizes the verbs into further sub-categories that the 

writer has already explained above. The recapitulation can be seen in Table 4. 

Sub-Categories Words 

Motion and Rest Live, Come, Go, Take, Leave, Stay, Attend, Walk, Meet 

Affect Make 

Giving Get, Give 

Corporeal Eat, Sleep 

Weather - 

Table 4 The Primary A-Verbs Associated with Men 
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The data in Table 4, shows the Primary A verbs associated with men fill the four out of five sub-

categories: motion and rest, affect, giving, corporeal and weather. There is no example found in the 

category of weather. For motion and rest, the writer found words live, come, go, take, leave, stay, 

attend, walk, and meet. There is only word ‘make’ for affect and two words found for each giving 

sub-category and corporeal sub-category, there are get and give, and then eat and sleep. 

The primary B also has several sub-categories. As the writer mentioned before, the sub-categpries 

for primary B-verbs are attention, thinking, deciding, speaking, liking, and annoying. The 

recapitulation can be seen in Table 5 

 
Sub-Categories Words 

Attention Want, Need, Study, Feel, Look 

Thinking Work, Finish 

Deciding Decide, Refuse 

Speaking Say, Talk, Read, Ask, Tell, Call 

Liking Like 

Annoying - 

Table 5 The Primary B-Verbs Associated with Men 

In the Table 5 shows that the primary B-verbs with the most verb words is Speaking sub-category. 

According to Dixon (2005), speaking sub-category is reflecting the important role that language 

activity has in our lives. There are four semantic roles associated with speaking verbs: the Speaker, 

the Addressee(s), the Message, and the Medium (language or speech-style used). The verbs that 

belong to this sub-category are say, talk, read, ask, tell, and call. The concordance lines for several 

verbs of Speaking sub-category show that man like to give suggestion and use his phone to keep in 

touch with another. 

Nouns and Verbs Associated with Women 

To know what nouns are associated with women, the writer uses the collocate menu in AntConc 

by inserting the possesive pronoun ‘her’ in the text box. The process is the same as the writer did for 

‘his’ in the noun of men. The writer obtained total number of collocate tokens: 834. As well as the 

previous step in the noun of men, the writer only takes the first thirty words with highest frequency.  

In analyzing verbs of men, the writer also determines the verbs for Women and it is done manually 

by using concordance menu. The writer also chooses the top thirty verbs with the highest frequency. 

After that we can see the result of nouns and verbs of women as shown in the Table 6 

 

No 
NOUN(S) VERB(S) 

Word Freq Word Freq 

1 Job 11 Want 18 

2 Room 9 Get 12 

3 Husband 8 Live 12 

4 Work 6 Wear 12 

5 Office 6 Say 11 

6 Hair 6 Ask 10 

7 Boss 6 Go 10 

8 Book 6 Come 9 

9 Desk 5 Watch 7 

10 Life 4 Run 6 

11 Face 4 Stay 6 

12 Clothes 4 Work 6 
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13 Brother 4 Give 5 

14 Birthday 4 Open 5 

15 Apartment 4 Sit 5 

16 Son 3 Speak 5 

17 Guest 3 Tell 5 

18 Flowers 3 Make 4 

19 Family 3 See 4 

20 Eyes 3 Stop 4 

21 Door 3 Take 4 

22 Composition 3 Allow 3 

23 Car 3 Buy 3 

24 Trip 2 Hear 3 

25 Time 2 Jump 3 

26 Speech 2 Leave 3 

27 Roommate 2 Like 3 

28 Research 2 Lose 3 

29 Pen 2 Talk 3 

30 Notes 2 Think 3 

Table 6 Nouns and Verbs Associated with Women 

Noun Associated with Women 

Similar with the previous part, the writer classifies the first thirty nouns into noun categories. As 

the writer explain before, the noun categories are consist of concrete reference, abstract reference, 

stage or properties, activities and speech act. The classification of those thirty nouns are presented in 

Table 7. 

 

No. Noun Categories Noun(s) 

1 Concrete Reference 

Room, Husband, Work, Office, Hair, Boss, 

Book, Face, Clothes, Brother, Apartment, 

Son, Guest, Flowers, Family, Eyes, Door, 

Car, Roommate, Pen, and Notes 

2 Abstract Reference Life, Birthday, Composition, Trip, and Time 

3 Stage or Properties - 

4 Activities Job, Work, Speech, and Research 

5 Speech Acts - 

Table 7 Categories of The Noun Associated with Women 

In the Table 7 above, The writer classified the nouns into noun categories. The noun category with 

the most word is concrete reference category. The words are room, husband, work, office, hair, boss, 

face, clothes, brother, apartment, son, guest, flowers, family, eyes, door, car, roommate, pen, and 

notes. The second are refers to abstract reference category. Abstract reference category consists of 

words life, birthday, composition, trip, time. The following categories is activities, the words are job, 

work, speech, and research. No words found in stage or properties and speech acts categories. 
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Verbs Associated with Women 

As the verb that associated with men, the writer categories the top thirty verbs that associated with 

women into primary A-verb and Primary B-verb. The classification of those thirty verb are presented 

in Table 8 

No. Verbs Categories Verb(s) 

1 Primary A-Verbs 
Get, Live, Wear, Go, Come, Run, Stay, Give, Open, Sit, 
Make, Stop, Take, Allow, Buy, Jump, Leave, and Lose 

2 Primary B-Verbs 
Want, Say, Ask, Watch, Work, Speak, Tell, See, Hear, 

Like, Talk, Think. 

Table 8 Classification of The Verb Associated with Women 

To analyse the data further, the writer categorises the verbs into further sub-categories, they are 

similar to what the writer already use in the verb that associated with Men. They are motion and rest, 

affect, giving, corporeal, weather for the primary A-verbs, and attention, thinking, deciding, speaking, 

liking, annoying for the primary B-verbs. The recapitulation of Primary A-verbs can be seen in Table 

9, while Table 10 present recapitulation of Primary B-verbs. 

 
Sub-Categories Words 

Motion and Rest Live, Go, Come, Run, Stay, Sit, Take, Jump, Leave, Open, Stop. 

Affect Make, Wear. 

Giving Get, Give, Allow, Buy, and Lose 

Corporeal - 

Weather - 

. Table 9 The Primary A-Verbs 

From the Table 9, Motion and Rest has the most verbs, there are Live, Go, Come, Run, Stay, Sit, 

Take, Jump, Leave, Open, and Stop. Next, the second category which has the most verbs is Giving. 

This category consist of Get, Give, Allow, Buy, and Lose. Then, only two verbs belong to Affect 

category, they are Make and Wear, and no verb is found in Corporeal and Weather categories. 

From the data above, we can see that between women and men, motion and rest are always be the 

sub-category with the most number of verbs. They also has a several similar words. There are live, 

come, go, take, leave, and stay, but when the writer analyze it further, they specifically different. 

Verbs of men is most of motion sub-category words, while women most of rest sub-category. 

After the writer analyze the primary A-verb of women, now the writer going to analyze the primary 

B-verb of women. First the writer categories the verb into the primary B-verb categories. The 

classification can be seen in Table 10. 

 
Sub-Categories Words 

Attention Want, Hear, See, and Watch 

Thinking Work 

Deciding - 

Speaking Say, Ask, Tell, Speak, and Talk 

Liking Like 

Annoying - 

Table 10 The Primary B-Verb 

In the the primary B-verbs, the sub-category with the most verbs is Speaking. It consists of Say, 

Ask, Tell, Speak, and Talk. The second is Attention sub-category. The verbs that belong to this 

category are Want, Hear, See, and Watch. Next, only one verb belong to each sub-category Thinking 

and Liking. They are Work and Like. Last, the writer have no found any verbs for Annoying sub-

category. 
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For the more identification, from the Table 10, the primary B-verbs with the most words is 

Speaking, they are Say, Ask, Tell, Speak, and Talk. The words is similar with the verb in Speaking 

sub-category of men. However, only words read in men verb and speak in women verb that the 

different. 

Similarities and Differences between the Associated Words for Men and Women 

After the writer categorized the top thirty words of nouns and verbs associated with men and 

women in the grammar book entitled Understanding and Using English Grammar written by Betty 

Schrampfer Azar, it is necessary to draw a comparison of the association words. This is necessary in 

order to interpret the data further.  

For the beginning of the interpretation, the writer compares the nouns and verbs related to men 

and women. Table 11 shows the comparison for the nouns. Table 12 present the comparison for the 

primary A-verbs, and Table 13 for the primary B-Verbs. 

 

No. Noun Categories 
Noun Related to Both 

Men and Women 
Noun Related to Men Noun Related to Women 

1. 
Concrete 

Reference 

Car, Son, Brother, 
Roomate, Office and 

Face 

Friend, Wife, Mother, Hand, 
Money, Wallet, Seat, House, 

Head, Garden, Desk, Bicycle, 

Parents, Father and Children 

Room, Husband, Hair, 
Boss, Clothes, Appartment, 

Guest, Flowers, Family, 

Eyes, Door, Pen and Notes 

2. 
Abstract 

Reference 
Life Name, Mind, and Vacation 

Birthday, Composition, Trip 

and Time 

3. 
Stage or 

Properties 
- - - 

4. Activities Job and Work Homework and Sleep Speech and Research 

5. Speech Acts  Story - 

Table 11 The Noun Comparison Related to Men and Women 

Based on the Concrete Reference category from the noun comparation in the Table 11, in the case 

of family relation, Azar relates men to more nouns associated with family members. They are Wife, 

Mother, Son, Brother, Parents, Father and Children. However, Azar only relates women to the noun 

Son, Brother, Husband and Family. In this case, Azar tries to relate men with more family members. 

For to the indoor and outdoor activities, still based on the concrete reference, the writer found that 

men tend to do outdoor activities while women do indoor activities. This supported by Sanders (2002) 

about the role image of men and women. This can be seen from the nouns Garden and Bicycle in the 

noun of men, then Room and Guest in the nouns of women. Next, in case of physical appearance, 

both men and women are connected to the noun Face. The frequency of noun Face associated more 

with women. In a stereotypical beliefs study by Kramer (1977) it was suggested that women were 

believed to use the face to express their ideas more than men. 

In the Abstract Reference category, we can see two nouns that has near synonyms, they are 

Vacation and Trip. The noun Vacation is belong to the noun of men while the noun Trip is belong to 

women. Although Vacation and Trip has near synonyms but there is a slight different in their 

meanings. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 8th Edition (OALD8), Vacation is a 

period of time spent travelling or resting away from home, whereas Trip is a journey to a place and 

back again, especially a short one for pleasure or a particular purpose. Therefore, the writer concludes 

that men tend to take a longer period of time of leaving home than women. 

In the Activities category, the data that the writer obtained is contrary to the gender role perception 

by Talcott Parsons. He assume the differences between men and women are functional, or stabilizing 

forces for both the family and the rest of society. He argued that men and women develop different 

traits. men produced by sex role socialization are well adepted to the achievment oriented, 

instrumental demands of the occupational world. While women properly socialized able to fulfill the 

‘expressive’ needs of society: “They learn the care-giving skills that are essential both for child 
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rearing and for comforting fatigued husband after their exhausting days of instrumental labor”. 

However, in this grammar book, Azar tries to eliminate stereotyping of that gender roles. The 

evidence of that is both men and women are related to the noun Job and Work. In addition, the noun 

of women is also related to Research. 

The next analysis is the comparation of the primary A-verb and the primary B-verb between men 

and women as shown in the Table 12 and Table 13. 

No 
Primary  

A-verb Sub-categories 

Verb Related to Both 
Men and Women 

Verb Related to Men 
Verb Related to 

Women 

1. Motion and Rest 
Live, Come, Go, Take, 

Leave, and Stay 
Attend, Walk, and Meet 

Run, Sit, Jump, 

Open and Stop 

2. Affect Make - Wear 

3. Giving Get and Give - 
Allow, Buy and 

Lose 

4. Corporeal - Eat and Sleep - 

5. Weather - - - 

Table 12 The comparation of The Primary A-Verb Related to The Men and Women 

According to the Table 12, in the Motion and Rest sub-category, the evidence also shows how 

Azar tries to eliminate stereotyping. Both men and women are active. This can be seen from the 

similar noun of them, they are Go and Leave. Moreover, the number of Motion and Rest sub-category 

that related to women is more than that related to men. In other words, women move a lot than men 

or women are more avtive than men and this is very contrary to gender stereotyping. In general, the 

data from the Table 12 shows that there are more verbs in The Primary A-verb sub-categories are 

related to women than to men. 

The last analysis will be the comparation of the primary B-verb and the primary B-verb between 
men and women as shown in the Table 13. 

No 

The Primary B-

Verb Sub-
categories 

Verb Related to Both 

Men and Women 
Verb Related to Men Verb Related to Women 

1. Attention Want 
Need, Study, Feel and 

Look 
Hear, See and Watch 

2. Thinking Work Finish - 

3. Deciding - Decide and Refuse - 

4. Speaking 
Say, Talk, Ask, and 

Tell 
Read and Call Speak 

5. Liking Like - - 

6. Annoying - - - 

Table 13 The Comparation of The Primary B-Verb Related to Men and Women 

According to the data above, the verbs in the category for Attention can be related to the Noun 

category. In the noun category women are related to Eyes (Concrete Reference) and in the Attention 

sub-category we can see two verbs related to Eyes, they are See and Watch in the verbs that are related 

to women, and Look in the verbs that are related to men 

In the Deciding sub-category the are no verbs found or associated with women, this category more 

related to men with the collocate verb Decide and Refuse. 

In the Speaking sub-category Dixon classifies the verb Read in this sub-category. The previous 

sub-chapter shows that the verb Read is related to novel. According to the previous sub-chapter also, 

women are related to make composition. From this evidence, we can see that men is a receptive 

(passive) and women is more productive. In this category, the verb Speak is belong to women, it 
shows that women tend to express their opinion orally and this additional proof that women are more 

productive (active) than men. 
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In general, after the writer compares the noun and the verb between men and women, the writer 

found the Azar tries to eliminate stereotyping in her grammar book entitled Understanding and Using 

English Grammar. Azar shows that women are not always related to family member and women are 

also active in many fields. 

Conclusion 

The writer finds similarity and differences in the words associated with men and women in the 

grammar book entitled Understanding and Using English Grammar written by Betty Schrampfer 

Azar. For the nouns, the writer found that Azar tries to relate men with more family members nouns. 

A number of kinship term are commonly appears in the nouns that associated with men than in 

women. They are Wife, Mother, Son, Brother, Parents, Father and Children, while women is only 

relates to the noun Son, Brother, Husband and Family.  

Next, Azar tries to eliminate the stereotyping of gender by related men and women to the noun 

Job and Work, and the noun of women is also related to Research. The evidence shows that women 

conception from Azar in this grammar book is not in secondary position as human beings, but her 

position is equal with men. Azar figured a women in this grammar book is also can do the same things 

like men. 

For the verbs, the writer found that women is active than men. The evidence of the number of 

verbs that associated with women shows that women move a lot than men. They are Live, Come, Go, 

Take, Leave, Stay, Run, Jump, Sit, Stop, Open, and Stop. From this evidence, the writer considered 

that women is more mobile and active. Further analysis, the writer found that Azar tries to eliminate 

the stereotyping again by positioning men as a receptive (passive) and women more productive 

(active) than men. This indication shows since the verb Read in the nouns of men is related to novel 

and according to the nouns of women that are related to make composition. Next, Azar using the 

verbs Speak more associated with women is another evidence that Azar figured women is productive 

in this grammar book. Azar shows that women tend to express their opinion orally rather than men.  

This study expected to increase the knowledge of corpus linguistics especially on word choice and 

will also reveal how particular words are associated with a particular gender. Therefore, the reader 

will be able to know whether gender stereotype is prevalent in this grammar book or not. The result 

of this study can inform teacher and students whether it is necessary to modify their lesson to ensure 

gender balance in giving and making examples during a grammar class. 

Finally, since this study only focuses on the nouns and verbs that are associated with men and 

women, for further research, other researchers may compare the result in this thesis with the result 

for analyzing another grammar book. The writer uses the grammar book which made by the U.S 

author, so that the further analyzing may compare the result of this Azar’s grammar book with another 

grammar book made by U.K author, such as Murphy. Another research posibility is to compare the 

grammar book with the general text. For example, newspaper and soap opera. 
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